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ABSTRACT
A ray tracing analysis has been performed for
several configurations for the inner channel of the
dual path x-ray telescope, which is proposed to use
the secondary mirror of the Stanford/MSFC
Wolter-Schwarzschild telescope and a normal incident
layered synthetic microstructure (LSM) mirror to form
a secondary image near the front of the telescope.
The LSM mirror shapes considered were spherical,
ellipsoid, hyperboloid and constant optical path
length (OPL) aspheric. Only for the constant OPL case
gave good axial resolution. All cases had poor off




During the past twenty years, the Wolter I
Telescope has been the most common telescope
configuration used in x-ray astronomy. An interesting
summary of work in the field thru 1978 is given in
Ref. 2.. The Wolter I telescope is a confocal
paraboloid and hyperboloid operating at small glancing
incidence angles as shown in Fig. 1. Normally, an
aperture stop blocks light from directly hitting the
secondary (hyperboloid), and the only mode for light
to be imaged on the focal plane is through reflection
from the paraboloid and then the hyperboloid, which
will be termed the outer channel. A common problem
with all glancing incidence x-ray telescopes is the
small effective collecting area. A nested x-ray
telescope improves the telescope sensitivity, but
fabrication costs and alignment problems arise.
As a result, Hoover has proposed that the
collecting area of a Wolter I x-ray telescope can be
increased by constructing a third mirror such that the
radiation incident upon the second surface
(hyperboloid) of the type I telescope is reflected via
-2-
a third mirror to the focal plane in concert with the
radiation incident upon the outer mirror (paraboloid)
of the type I x-ray telescope as shown in Fig. 2.
5
Foreman and Cardone have used the Wolter I x-ray
telescope as a base system for the design of a three
mirror x-ray telescope. The general result of
Foreman's analysis is that the resolution of the outer
channel is of the order of arc-seconds, while the
resolution achieved via the inner channel is of the
order of arc-minutes.
The present work is concerned with the
development of a "dual path x-ray telescope" which
permits x-rays that are directly incident upon the
secondary mirror of the type I telescope (hyperboloid)
to be reflected via a normal incident, layered
synthetic microstructure (LSM) mirror located near the
pseudo-focus of the hyperboloid to a second focal
plane located near the structure of the type I
telescope. See Fig. 3- This effort will design and
analyze the LSM optic that will be utilized to couple
the secondary of a Wolter/ Schwarzschild (WS) x-ray
telescope to a 25 mm Ranicon x-ray detector with 50
micron pixel size. The specific tasks to be
accomplished in this study are described in the .."Scope
-3-
of Work" given below.
SCOPE OF W O R K
1. Generate equations for the internal
secondary element of the Stanford/ MSFC X-ray
Rocket Experiment Mirror by fitting the
aspheric element to cubic spline function
representations.
2. Develop ray trace equations for the inner
channel of the Dual .Path . .-WS/LSM X-ray-
Telescope. This effort will include
considerations of the LSM optic configured as a
convex hyperboloid, ellipsoid, sphere or
general aspheric element using constant optical
path conditions.
3- Compute the RMS blur circle radius as a
function of field angle on a flat image plane
and evaluate the effects of defocusing the
image plane.
4. Calculate the total range of angles over
which the Wolter/LSM system will operate.
Establishment of these angles includes
considerations of the Ranicon position, LSM
magnification and position and field of view of
the Ranicon. Establish dimensions of the LSM
to insure no vignetting of the primay beam,
while providing maximum collection of the
secondary beam.
5. In consultation with the MSFC Principal
Investigator, select the final configuration of
the mirror element that will be flown as part
of the Rocket payload. Provide equations of
the surface of the optic and the mirror
parameters that will be required by the optical
house for fabrication of the desired LSM
element.
The specific principles, procedures and equations relating
-4-
to the "Scope of Work" items 1 and 2 are given in section
II of this report, and the results relating to items 3» 4,
and 5 are given in Section III of this report.
II. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
A. Ray Trace Equations for the Inner Channel of the
Dual Path WS/LSM X-Ray Telescope
A general discussion of the ray tracing technique is
given in Eef. 6. This report summarizes the equations
used to ray trace the inner channel of the dual path WS/LSM
x-ray telescope. The equations for the surface of the
internal secondary mirror of the Stanf ord/MSPC ¥S x-ray
telescope are given by
$2 = d srnfi da)




where f is the axial focal length of the WS telescope,
which is equal to 50 in. for the inner Stanford/MSFC ¥S
telescope, and r is the radius at the WS
primary-secondary mirror intersection point, which is equal
to 6.19 in. The surface parameter ft varies from 7.057309
at the intersection point to 7.417018 at the rear of the
telescope. ( A specifies the intersection point of WS
mirrors.) A discussion of the WS surface equations is
given in Ref. 7- Table 1 presents a sample of the
numerical data for the internal secondary mirror surface
which was computed from Eq.(la-b). Initially, it was
proposed and was included in ITEM 1 of the SCOPE OF WORK to
represent the WS secondary by a cubic spline polynomial to
facilitate ray tracing. However, it has been found to be
more efficient to generate a large table (N= 150) of R_,
Z_ data from Eqs. (la-b) and to use linear interpolation
of the table to find the ray intercepts. The latter
procedure is explained in the following discussion of ray
tracing the inner channel of the WS/LSM Telescope.
Assume an incident ray with direction cosines
A *
A = - sr* °* ' ~ coS " * (2)
"
strikes the entrance pupil at the point (X ,Y ,Z ) ...
-6-
The entrance pupil is a plane normal to optical axis
located at Z = 60.5 inches where the origin of the
coordinate system is located at the focal point of the ¥S
telescope. Polar coordinates are used to specify the
points (X ,Y ) on the entrance pupil such that each ray
passes thru an equal area.
From the transfer ray__trace__equa.tions , the intercepts
on the WS secondary mirror, which acts like the primary for
the inner channel, are obtained by solving for ft and <j^ :
CDS <, = *0 + A - -~ ° <3a)
where R_ and Z_ are given by Eqs. (la-b). The
resulting nonlinear equations (3a-b) are difficult to solve
in the present form. As an alternative approach, a linear
interpolation technique has been developed. First,
construct a table of data R_ (l), Z? (l) for 1 = 1, , N
from Eqs. (la-b) for y$ within the interval [7-057309,
7.417018]. The interval containing a valid solution to
-7-





When the specific interval containing a solution to Eqs.




where the fact that F(l) is equal to zero for the valid
solutions R?, Z_.
The incident ray is reflected at the point R_, Z?
in the direction
-8-
! = A. - 2 A/t (A/I ' A) (6)




 = f (6c)
The slope of the surface, (dZ /dR_), at the point of
reflection (R_, Z?) is evaluated by linear
interpolation.
The design condition for the LSM mirror is that an
axial ray (o6=0) incident upon the WS secondary mirror at
the intersection point should be reflected by the LSM
mirror to form an image along the optical axis .at the
—9—
Ranicon detector location specified by ZT. The axial
intercept Z of the axial ray (0^ =0) reflected by the
secondary VS mirror near the intersection point is give by
In the following sections 1 thru 4 equations are given for
the design of the LSM mirror when this surface is a convex
sphere, concaved ellipsoid, convex hyperboloid, or constant
optical path aspheric. Also, specific ray trace equations
for each LSM surface type are given.
1 . Convex Sphere
The equation for the LSM spherical surface is given by
= R/ (8)
where ZQ, is the vertex of the surface and R, is the
radius of curvature. See Fig. 4- Denoting the object and
image distance by u and v, respectively, the. magnification
M of the LSM is given by
-10-
Adding and substracting Z to the numerator of Eq. (9) and





Noting that u = ZQ_ - Z, Eq (9a) yields
(10)





Numerical values for ZQ, and R_ with Z_ = 60.5 in
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Transfer to the spherical surface is achieved by using
standard ray tracing results :





The direction cosines of the reflected ray at the LSM
mirror are given by
-12-
where
fa = ~~ ~,—TTrit(^-n
The transfer equations to the image plane are given by
The RMS blur circle radius on the image plane is computed




The equation for the LSM ellipsoid surface is given by
(15)
2
where the ellipsoid constants are determined by requiring
-13-
one foci to be at Z and the other foci to be at Z_, along
the optical axis. In terms of the magnification given by




Numerical values for the ellipsoid coefficients for Z.




The. transfer ray trace equations yield the following







Equations (l3-14a,b) are applied for reflection and
transfer to the image plane.
3• Convex Hyperboloid
The equation for the LSM hyperboloid surface is . given
-15-
= / (17)
where the hyperboloid constants are determined by requiring
one foci to be at Z and the other foci to be at ZT, along
the optical axis.
Eq. (9), one has




Numerical values for the hyperboloid coefficients for Z,
= 60.5 in. and for several magnifications are given below
. r/r
t /fir
The transfer ray trace equations yield the following
-16-
results for the intercepts with the LSM hyperboloid mirror
(18a)
(18b)
(18c)r, • ^ -^ /^
 7[ / -f —— J
where
= f X* /U - ^ a - ?z ' ^ ^ Ax
Equations (lj-14a,b) are applied for reflection and
transfer to the image plane.
4. General Aspheric with Constant Optical Path Length
-17-
The equation for the constant optical path length
(OPL) LSM aspheric surface is obtained by requiring.for
axial rays (<^ =0 ) the OPL to be constant for all rays
passing thru the entrance pupil (Z = 60.5 in) and
imaging at the focal point (0, Z...). From Pig. 4 for an
arbitrary ray in the entrance pupil, the OPL is given by
The LSM surface coodinates X,, Z, are also constrained
to satisfy the transfer ray tracing equation




between Bqs. (19-20) gives
-f =0 (21)
where A = 1 + 6" 2 - b2
= 2 ?r - i2 -
(X = o f>L - -2-
-18-
i> =
The valid solution to Eq. (21 ) is given by
- (63-4*3% y (22)
Equations (20) and (22) are parametric surface equations
for the constant OPL LSM aspheric surface. A cubic spline
polynomial representation for the aspheric surface is
presented in Section B.
For off axis rays ( oL ^ 0), the intercepts on the




where (X ,Y_,Z_) must satisfy Eqs (20), (22).
Equations (20), (22), and (23a-b) have been solved by a
linear interpolation technique. First, construct a table
of data R (l), Z_ (l) for 1 = 1 , , N from Eqs.
(20), (22) for the full aperture. Then the interval
containing a valid solution to Eqs. (25a-b) must satisfy





When the specific interval containing a solution to Eqs
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Now X_ and Y_ are computed from Eqs. (23a-b).
Equations (l3-14a-b) are applied for reflection and
transfer to the image plane where the slope (dZ_/dR,)
of the constant OPL aspheric is computed the condition





s = - - «
 J
T=
B. Cubic Spline Representation for the LSM Constant
Optical Path Length Mirror of the Stanford/MSFC Dual
Path X-ray Telescope
To facilitate fabrication of the constant OPL LSM
aspheric mirror, a cubic spline polynomial function has
been fit to the numerical data generated from Eqs. (20)
and (22), using a least squared fitting subroutine
ICSFKU . In order to fit a set of N data points (Z-. ,
RT) with a cubic spline polynomial, one first divides the
domain of independent variables, Z,, into NK-1
subintervals. The end points for each subinterval is given
by an array ZK(l), I = 1,2, NK. Then, the cubic spline
polynomial between the end points ZK(l) and ZK(I-1) is
given by
-21-
where the coefficients C(l,j), ZK (K), and Y (l) with J =
1, 2, 3, I =1, 2, ,NK-1, and K = 1, 2, , NK. are
q
determined by the subroutine ICSFKU and Z_. belongs to
the I subinterval. For one hundred fifty (N=150) data
points and twenty subintervals (NK= 21 ), the leasted error
obtained in fitting the data with the cubic spline
polynomial is of the order of 10~ . Tables 2, 3 and 4
present the cubic spline coefficients for LSM aspheric
surface for magnifications M = 2, 5, 8, respectively.
III. RESULTS
In Chapter II, all equations for ray tracing the inner
channel of the Dual Path X-ray Telescope were presented for
cases when the LSM mirror was a convex sphere, concave
ellipsoid, convex hyperboloid or a constant OPL aspheric.
Section 1 will present the RMS spot radius analysis of the
inner channel for M = 2, 5f 8x, the spread in the angle of
-22-
incidence over the LSM optic and a vignetting analysis of
the primary beam by the LSM optic. Section 2 will present
a recommended final configuration of the LSM optic.
1. RMS Blur Circle Radius Analysis and Geometrical
Properties of LSM Optic
Before presenting the RMS blur circle radius results
for the inner channel of the Dual Path X-ray Telescope, it
is useful to discuss the imaging properties of the WS
secondary mirror when illuminated directly by axial rays.
For axially incident light, the WS secondary mirror is a
poorly imaging element with a focal length of 34 inches.
(The focal length is defined as the distance along a ray
from the WS intersection point to the optical axis.) For
three regions of the WS secondary mirror (WS intersection
point, average WS secondary radius and minimum radius),
rays have been traced to compute the axial intercept Z
and the location of the meridional caustic points
(X, , Z0 ). 1°-11 This data is given in Table 5-t C i— C
From the rotational symmetry of the WS secondary mirror,
rays from a ring an equal distance from the optical axis
will be imaged at Z. Such an image is known as the
saggital caustic. ~ The length of the saggital caustic
is equal to the spherical aberration of the system. - Thus,
-23-
the WS secondary has a large spherical aberration of 3-66
inches. As a result of this imaging defect, the meridional
caustic (X_ , Z9 ) , which is the loci of image points
^ C £ C
contained within the meridional plane (x-z), is spread out
over very large distances. It is interesting to note that
both the meridional and saggital caustic surfaces for a
paraboloid degenerate to a point at the focus. Thus, the
design assumption used for the inner chanel of the dual
path x-ray telescope-is-not—satisfi-ed- -for. .the ..spherical,
ellipsoid, or hyperboloid LSM mirror, and poor RMS blur
circule results should be expected in these cases.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 present the RMS blur circle radius
as a function of field angles for the inner channel of the
dual path X-ray telescope over the image plane locatd at
the front stop of the WS telescope Z... = 60.5 in.), when
the convex sphere, concaved ellipsoid, and convex
hyperboloid surfaces are used for the LSM mirror. In all
cases, the RMS blur circle radii are too large for these
systems to be used for imaging purposes. This behavior
results from the large spherical aberration of the WS
secondary mirror. In order to overcome the imaging defect
of the inner channel of the dual path x-ray telescope an
aspheric surface must be used for the LSM mirror.
Initially, one may consider the LSM aspheric mirror could
-24-
be designed by
(1) Abbe Sine Condition, which for collimated rays
from infinity requires for all rays in the entrance
pupil
h/sin$ = constant
where h is the height of ray in this entrance pupil
and Q is the angle ray makes with the optical axis
at the image plane.
(2) Constant optical path length condition for all
rays in the entrance pupil.
Referring to Fig. 4, one notes that rays with small h in
the entrance pupil are incident upon the image plane with
larger Q. Thus, the Abbe Sine Condition will inherently be
violated by the inner channel of the dual path x-ray
telescope. However, the constant OPL condition can be used
to design on LSM aspheric optical element with zero
spherical aberration. For the latter aspheric LSM the on
axis resolution will be good but off axis resolution will
deteriorate quickly due to coma and other aberrations.
Figures 8 and 9 present the RMS blur circle radius for
the constant OPL aspheric LSM mirror over an image plane
located at the front (z_ = 60.5 in) and the back (ZT =
41.3 in) of the WS telescope. One notes that the RMS over
the image plane located closer to the LSM element is
-25-
approximately 10$ smaller than for the image plane located
at the front of the VS telescope. Also, the RMS blur
circle radius is equal to zero for o£= 0 as a result of the
constant OPL design condition. However, the RMS rapidly
increases for off axis rays, since the inner channel of the
dual path x-ray telescope does not obey the Abbe Sine
Condition. After consultation with MSFC Principal
Investigator, all further analysis of the inner channel of
the dual path x-ray telescope has been restricted to
considering the constant OPL LSM mirror with the image
plane located at the front (Z-, = 60.5 in) of the ¥S
telescope. Figure 10 presents an expanded view of Fig. 8
for field angles from 0 to '20 arc minutes.
In order to evaluate the imaging properties of the
inner channel of the dual path x-ray telescope and the
Ranicon detector (50 micron = 2 mil (.002 in) pixel and 25
mm = 1 inch square area), it is useful to know the







The angular half widths of the detector in the entrance









These results give a first order optics approximation for
the field of view of the dual path x-ray telescope system.
Since the angles of incidence of rays on the WS secondary
are very large, paraxial optics is not very accurate for
predicting optical behavior of the dual path x-ray optical
system. Figure 11 presents the average x coordinate of the
blur circle on the image plane as a function of field of
view. By comparing Figs. 10 and 11, it is clear that in
none of the cases considered will the off axis resolution
be very good, since the RMS blur circle radii are larger
than the average image position. The higher magnification
case spreads out the average image position more. However,
it is known for glancing incident system that the RMS over
1 2
estimates actual resolution by a factor of 2 to 3« But,
for the present hybrid telescope, it is not clear what is
the relationship between RMS blur circle radii and measured
-27-
resolution. In order to more accurately predict measured
resolution for the dual path x-ray telescope, the FWHM of
line spread function should he evaluated. From Figs. 10
and 1 1 , one may estimate the M=8x system to have a maximum
field of view of 10 to 15 arc-min with a resolution of a
few arc minutes.
Besides the resolution of the inner channel of the
dual path x-ray telescope, there are several geometrical
properties of the LSM optic which are of interest. The
following data gives the maximum and minimum angles of
incidence, measured with respect to the LSM normal for






This information will be useful in fabrication of the LSM
mirror in controlling the layer spacings. Another
important geometrical property of the LSM optic is the
possible vignetting of the primary ¥S beam by the LSM. The
following data describes the minimum radius of the primary
-28-
beam RpB, at the location of the LSM for a full field of







Since in all cases R is less than RpB, there is no
vignetting of the primary beam by the LSM optic in the
present configuration.
2. Recommended Final Configuration of LSM Optic
Based on the results presented in Figs. 5-9, it is
clear that only the constant OPL LSM configuration will
form a useful system. From Fig. 11 it follows that the
larger magnification, i.e., M=8, spreads out the image on
the detector more than smaller M. However, to determine a
realistic increase of resolution, the FWHM of the line
spread function should be evaluated before fabricating the
constant OPL LSM mirror. Table 4 presents the cubic- spline
-29-
representation for the M=8 case.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Although the collecting area of the Stanford/MSFC WS
Telescope is increased by approximately 29 sq. in., the
off axis RMS blur circle radii for the constant OPL LSM
mirror are very large. Before proceeding with the
fabrication of a constant OPL LSM element for the dual Path
x-ray telescope, the FWHM of the line spread function
should be analyzed for the inner channel to determine if
the system will perform at an acceptable level of
resolution. Otherwise, an LSM element could be placed near
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RMS Blur Circle Radius versus Field Angle for Constant





RMS Blur Circle Radius versus Field Angle for Constant



































































FOR THE INTERNAL SECONDARY MIRROR SURFACE
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WS SECONDARY MIRROR IMAGING DATA
All units are inches
R2
6.188
5 .755
5 . 386
Z2
49 . 984
45 . 318
41.385
Z
16 . 709
14 . 750
13 . 049
X2c
-2 . 53
-35 . 53
-31.01
Z2c
3 . 10
-103 . 9
-150 . 03
-47-
